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Import Licence Tendering-Results of Tenders for Round Seven 

THE following are the official results of Round 7 of the Import Licence Tendering Scheme. This round included the fourth allocation of 
apparel under the Textile Industry Development Plan, tennis racquets and frames as part of an industry production rationalisation scheme, 
fur apparel and sanitary towels which were tendered as a means of examining protection policies. A special import licence allocation for 
handknotted and hand woven rugs and carpets of wool or fine animal hair (including silk) was repeated from Round 5. 

Four tenders were withdrawn pending a clarification of the description of the goods. Those tenders were for blouses and shirts in tender 
numbers 1073, 1074, 1091, and 1092. Those goods have since been put up for tender in Round 10. 

Licences won in this round are not valid until IO September 1983, and are valid thereafter for 12 months. Invoices are not payable until 
10 September 1983 and payment must be made within six months thereafter. 

It should noted that an allocation of licence for the types of goods contained in tender numbers 1114 and 1115 has already been made 
to manufacturers of tennis racquets. Manufacturers which have opted to uplift that licence and any company in which they have a 25 percent 
share, directly or indirectly, are not permitted to win licence in those tender numbers in this round. 

The results shown in this Gazette may not include any withdrawls allowed from tenders in this Round. 
In submitting these tenders, each tenderer has signed an undertaking which states that he or she is domiciled in New Zealand; has been 

actively trading throughout the immediately preceding 12 months; does not act in this matter on behalf of any other person; and has not 
submitted tenders in excess of the maximum number of tenders specified in the Call for Tenders. 


